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Abstract

This paper is concerned with estimation of multiple frequencies from incomplete and/or noisy samples

based on a low-CP-rank tensor data model where each CP vector is an array response vector of one

frequency. Suppose that it is known a priori that the frequencies lie in some given intervals, we develop

efficient super-resolution estimators by exploiting such prior knowledge based on frequency-selective (FS)

atomic norm minimization. We study the MD Vandermonde decomposition of block Toeplitz matrices in

which the frequencies are restricted to lie in given intervals. We then propose to solve the FS atomic norm

minimization problems for the low-rank spectral tensor recovery by converting them into semidefinite

programs based on the MD Vandermonde decomposition. We also develop fast solvers for solving these

semidefinite programs via the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), where each iteration

involves a number of refinement steps to utilize the prior knowledge. Extensive simulation results are

presented to illustrate the high performance of the proposed methods.
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Low-rank tensor, multi-dimensional super-resolution, frequency-selective Vandermonde decomposi-

tion, atomic norm, prior knowledge, ADMM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-dimensional (MD) arrays, i.e., tensors, arises naturally in many applications [1]–[5], including

radar and communications signal processing [6], [7], visual data reconstruction [8], data mining [9],

seismic data processing [10]. In many areas of signal processing applications, the tensor is a superposition

of a small number of MD complex sinusoids, and it is desired to infer the MD spectral contents of a

measured tensor. In particular, in MIMO radar and communication systems [11], [12], where the signal

propagation from a transmitter to a receiver can be modelled by an MD tensor, with each dimension

representing time delays, Doppler shifts, directions of arrival/departure [6], [13]–[15]. Estimating these

parameters involves the spectral tensor recovery and frequency super-resolution, which is crucial for target

localization and tracking as well as coherent detection [15], [16].

Many existing works on one-dimensional (1D) spectral super-resolution have been developed based

on the compressed sensing (CS) [17]–[19] theory. Since the frequencies are continuous parameters,

conventional CS tools suffer performance degradation when discretizing the signal by a finite discrete

dictionary [20]–[22]. Continuous sparse recovery methods, e.g., the atomic norm (AN) [23]–[25] mini-

mization techniques, have attracted considerable interest in spectral super-resolution. In [23], the atomic

norm approach was proposed for 1D spectral estimation, which can recover the frequency under sub-

Nyquist sampling, and it was extended to higher dimensions in [26]–[28]. In [14], [16], [29], [30],

methods based on atomic norm for delay-Doppler and direction-of-arrival estimation in radar systems

and for the channel estimation in wireless communications were developed. In [31], the Vandermonde

decomposition of multi-level (ML) Toeplitz matrices was investigated, which can be used for low-rank

spectral tensor recovery and MD frequency super-resolution.

The above-mentioned works assume no prior knowledge on the frequencies to be estimated. On the

other hand, certain prior knowledge is available in many applications. For instance, in radar systems, one

can set up a surveillance area where a target may appear, and the speed range of a particular target may be

known. In communication systems, the range of signal delays and directions of arrival/departure maybe

known [32]. In a rotating mechanical system, the frequencies of the supply lines or interfering harmonics
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may be known [33]. Moreover, in a precipitation radar, it is possible to know the spectrum widths of

echoes from certain weather phenomena based on previous observations [34]. Hence, using such prior

knowledge to improve the performance of spectral estimation has attracted considerable interest [35],

[36].

In [37], a constrained atomic norm formulation for 1D frequency estimation was proposed based on

the theory of positive trigonometric polynomials [38]. In [39], the frequency-selective (FS) Vandermonde

decomposition of positive semidefinite Toeplitz matrices was proposed, which can restrict the frequency

to lie in a given interval. Based on the FS Vandermonde decomposition, the FS atomic norm minimization

problem for 1D frequency estimation was converted into a semidefinite programming (SDP) formulation.

In [40], an SDP formulation of the FS atomic norm is obtained by using a technique different from

the FS Vandermonde decomposition. In [41], a weighted atomic norm approach was proposed as an

approximate but faster implementation of the FS atomic norm. Unfortunately, the above methods all

focus on 1D frequency super-resolution problems, and they are not straightforward to be extended to

higher dimensional problems due to the fundamental difficulty of generalizing the classical Caratheodory’s

theorem [42] to higher dimensions. Moreover, the computational load of those SDP problems is very

high since they involve additional constraints to incorporate the prior knowledge, making them difficult

to be implemented in practice.

In this paper, the d-dimensional (d ≥ 2) FS Vandermonde decomposition of d-level (d ≥ 2) block

Toeplitz matrices for low-rank spectral tensor recovery and super-resolution is studied. Assume that the

frequencies lie in certain given intervals, we solve the MD-FS atomic norm minimization problems by

converting them into SDP formulations based on the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition. We show that

the equivalence between the MD-FS atomic norm minimizations and our proposed SDP formulations is

guaranteed under the condition that the MD spectral tensor is low rank. Moreover, the dual problems

of the original optimization problems are given, where the dual polynomials can be used for the MD

spectral super-resolution. Since the proposed SDPs contain many constraints to utilize the prior knowledge,

solving them involves high complexity. We therefore design iterative algorithms based on the alternating

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [43] to obtain approximate solutions, where each iteration

involves refinement steps to handle the problem that multiple SDP conditions should be simultaneously

satisfied. Extensive numerical simulation results are provided to illustrate the performance advantage of
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the proposed methods over traditional approaches.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the preliminaries and set up

the problems of low-rank spectral tensor recovery with prior knowledge. In Section III, we present the MD-

FS atomic norm minimization problems for spectral tensor recovery with prior knowledge and their dual

problems for MD spectral super-resolution. Then, we present the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition

results and convert the MD-FS atomic norm minimization problems into SDP formulations. In Section

IV, we develop fast solvers for low-rank spectral tensor recovery with prior knowledge based on ADMM.

Simulation results are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES & PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notations and Preliminaries

Notations used in this paper are as follows. Boldface letters denote vectors and matrices. Uppercase

calligraphic letters denote tensors. R and C denote the sets of real and complex numbers, respectively. <

and = return the real and imaginary parts of a complex argument, respectively. (·)∗, (·)T , (·)H , rank(·)

and Tr(·) denote the conjugate, transpose, conjugate transpose, rank and trace operators, respectively.

sign(·) denotes the sign function. diag(·) denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the

input vector. | · | denotes the magnitude of a scalar. ‖ · ‖2 and ‖ · ‖F respectively denote the `2 and

Frobenius norms. In particular, for a tensor X ∈ CN1×N2×···×Nd , the Frobenius norm is defined as

‖X‖F = 〈X ,X〉 =
√∑N1

n1=1 · · ·
∑Nd

nd=1 |X (n1, ..., nd)|2, and the inner product is defined as 〈X ,Y〉 =

〈vec(X ), vec(Y)〉 = (vec(Y))Hvec(X ) with vec(·) denoting vectorization operator.

Hermitian trigonometric polynomial: d Hermitian trigonometric polynomials of degree one are given

by

gi(x) = r1,ix
−1 + r0,i + r−1,ix, i = 1, ..., d, (1)

with r−1,i = r∗1,i, r0,i ∈ R. When x = ei2πf with f ∈ [0, 1), we define gi(f) , gi(e
i2πf ), i.e.,

gi(f) = r1,ie
−i2πf + r0,i + r∗1,ie

i2πf = r0,i + 2<{r1,ie
−i2πf}, i = 1, ..., d. (2)

Block Toeplitz matrix: An N1N2 ×N1N2 block Toeplitz matrix T , T (B) is formed by taking as

input a (2N1 − 1)× (2N2 − 1) matrix

B = [b−N2+1, b−N2+2, ..., bN2−1], (3)
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with bj = [b−N1+1
j , b−N1+2

j , ..., bN1−1
j ]T , j = −N2 + 1, ..., N2 − 1, and outputing

T (B) =



Toep(b0) Toep(b−1) · · · Toep(b1−N2
)

Toep(b1) Toep(b0) · · · Toep(b2−N2
)

...
...

. . .
...

Toep(bN2−1) Toep(bN2−2) · · · Toep(b0)


, (4)

where Toep(·) denotes the Toeplitz matrix whose first column is the last N1 elements of the input vector,

i.e.,

Toep(bj) =



b0j b−1
j · · · b−N1+1

j

b1j b0j · · · b−N1+2
j

...
...

. . .
...

bN1−1
j bN1−2

j · · · b0j


∈ CN1×N1 . (5)

ML block Toeplitz matrix: For a d-way tensor Bd ∈ C(2N1−1)×···×(2Nd−1), define ND ,
∏d
i=1Ni,

then a d-level block Toeplitz matrix T d , T d(Bd) ∈ CND×ND is defined by taking Bd as the input and

outputing recursively as

T i(Bi) =



T i−1(Bi−1(0)) · · · T i−1(Bi−1(1−Nd))

T i−1(Bi−1(1)) · · · T i−1(Bi−1(2−Nd))

...
. . .

...

T i−1(Bi−1(Nd − 1)) · · · T i−1(Bi−1(0))


, i = 1, ..., d, (6)

where Bi−1(j) = Bi(:, ..., :, j). And for i = 1 and i = 2, (6) becomes (5) and (4), respectively. If we

decompose T d into d-level blocks, and denote T d(...;mi, ni; ...) as the (mi, ni)-th block at the i-th level

of T d, i.e., T d(m1, n1;m2, n2; ...;md, nd) denotes the ((m1 − 1)
∏d
i=2Ni + (m2 − 1)

∏d
i=3Ni + ... +

md, (n1 − 1)
∏d
i=2Ni + (n2 − 1)

∏d
i=3Ni + ...+ nd)-th element in T d, then we can write

T d(m1, n1;m2, n2; ...;md, nd) = Bd(m1 − n1,m2 − n2, ...,md − nd), (7)

m1, n1 = 1, ..., N1; ...;md, nd = 1, ..., Nd.

ML block Toeplitz matrix & MD complex sinusoid: Define s(f,N) , [1, ei2πf , ..., ei2π(N−1)f ]T ∈

CN×1 and

A(f) = s(f1, N1)⊗ s(f2, N2)⊗ · · · ⊗ s(fd, Nd), (8)
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where f = [f1, ..., fd]
T and ⊗ is the tensor/outer product defined via [u⊗ v]i,j = uivj . Define

s̄(f,N) , [ei2π(1−N)f , ..., ei2π(−1)f , 1, ei2πf , ..., ei2π(N−1)f ]T ∈ C(2N−1)×1, (9)

then we have for an input

Bd = s̄(f1, N1)⊗ s̄(f2, N2)⊗ · · · ⊗ s̄(fd, Nd), (10)

a rank-1 ML block Toeplitz matrix has the form

T d(m1, n1;m2, n2; ...;md, nd) = ei2π(m1−n1)f1ei2π(m2−n2)f2 · · · ei2π(md−nd)fd , (11)

m1, n1 = 1, ..., N1; ...;md, nd = 1, ..., Nd,

and hence

T d = vec(A(f))(vec(A(f)))H . (12)

ML block Toeplitz matrix & trigonometric polynomials: Given d trigonometric polynomials g1, ..., gd

as in (1), denoting N̄D ,
∏d
i=1(Ni − 1), we define a d-level block Toeplitz matrix T dgi ∈ CN̄D×N̄D with

respect to gi for i = 1, ..., d as

T dgi(m1, n1;m2, n2; ...;md, nd) =

1∑
k=−1

rk,iBd(m1 − n1, ...,mi − ni − k, ...,md − nd), (13)

m1, n1 = 1, ..., N1 − 1; ...;md, nd = 1, ..., Nd − 1.

B. Problem Formulation

Consider a d-way (d ≥ 2) tensor X ∈ CN1×N2×···×Nd , where each entry can be expressed as a

superposition of r d-dimensional complex sinusoids

X (k1, ..., kd) =

r∑
`=1

σ`e
i2πk1f1,`ei2πk2f2,` · · · ei2πkdfd,` , (14)

where ki = 0, ..., Ni − 1, i = 1, ..., d, fi,` ∈ [0, 1) and σ` are the frequencies and the complex gain

associated with each 1 ≤ ` ≤ r, respectively.

Denote a`i , s(fi,`, Ni), i = 1, ..., d, ` = 1, ..., r, then (14) becomes the following CP decomposition

X =

r∑
`=1

σ`a
`
1 ⊗ a`2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a`d. (15)
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Assume that the measurement data model follows

Y = P � X +N , (16)

where � is the pointwise product, P ∈ CN1×N2×···×Nd is the d-way observation tensor1, and N ∈

CN1×N2×···×Nd is a white, complex circularly symmetric Gaussian noise tensor.

In this paper, the following prior knowledge is assumed on the unknown frequencies

[fi,1, ..., fi,r]
T ∈ Fr×1

i = [fL,i, fH,i]
r×1 ∈ [0, 1)r×1, i = 1, ..., d, (17)

where [fL, fH ] denotes a closed interval as usual if fL < fH , otherwise we define [fL, fH ] , [0, 1)\(fH , fL).

Then we aim to estimate f` , [f1,`, ..., fd,`]
T ∈ [0, 1)d×1, ` = 1, ..., r from the measurements Y in (16).

III. PROPOSED METHODS BASED ON MD-FS VANDERMONDE DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we present the proposed MD spectral super-resolution methods based on the MD-FS

Vandermonde decomposition. First the MD-FS atomic norm is introduced to formulate the MD spectral

super-resolution problems. Then by using the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition result on ML block

Toeplitz matrices, we convert the MD-FS atomic norm optimization problems into SDP formulations.

A. MD Spectral Super-resolution Based on MD-FS Atomic Norm

Inspired by the FS atomic norm approach [37], [39], we define the MD-FS atomic set as the collection

of all MD complex sinusoids:

A(F) , {A(f) : fi ∈ Fi, i = 1, ..., d}, (18)

where A(f) is given by (8). Then, the MD-FS atomic norm with respect to X in (15) is defined as

follows.

Definition 1. The MD-FS atomic norm for X in (15) is

‖X‖A(F) , inf{χ > 0 : X ∈ χconv(A(F))}

= inf
fi,`∈Fi,i=1,...,d

σ`∈C

{∑
`

|σ`| : X =
∑
`

σ`A(f`)

}
. (19)

1This model subsumes a number of signal processing systems. For example in harmonic retrieval [26], X is the data tensor

and P is a sparse sampling tensor, which observes data tensor uniformly at random. Furthermore, in communication and passive

radar systems, X is the channel matrix and P is the data symbol matrix [16], [44].
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On this basis, in the absence of noise, i.e. N = ∅ in (16), then our MD frequency estimation problem

can be formulated as the following convex constrained form [17], [45]

X̂ = arg min
X
‖X‖A(F), s.t. Y = P � X . (20)

Moreover, with noise N in (16), the problem can be formulated as the following convex unconstrained

form [45]

X̂ = arg min
X

1

2
‖Y − P � X‖2F + λ‖X‖A(F), (21)

where λ > 0 is a weight factor. Once X is obtained from (20) or (21), one way to determine the

frequencies f1, ...,fr and complex gains σ , [σ1, ..., σr]
T is to use the MD MUltiple SIgnal Classifier

(MD-MUSIC) [46] algorithm with X as an input. In particular, the MD-MUSIC method determines

the frequencies by locating the poles in the spectrum and estimates the complex gains by the least-

squares method with the estimated frequencies. Alternatively, one can obtain the frequencies from the

dual solutions of the problems. Define the dual norm of ‖ · ‖A(F) as

‖V‖∗A(F) , sup
‖X‖A(F)≤1

〈V,P � X〉<, (22)

where 〈V,X〉< = <(〈V,X〉). Following the standard Lagrangian analysis [47], the dual problems of (20)

and (21) are respectively given by

max
V
〈V,Y〉<, s.t. ‖V‖∗A(F) ≤ 1, (23)

max
V
〈V,Y〉< −

1

2
‖V‖2F , s.t. ‖V‖∗A(F) ≤ λ. (24)

Solving the dual problems is equivalent to solving the primal problems, and most solvers can directly

return dual optimal solutions when solving the primal problems. We can then obtain the frequencies from

the dual solutions according to the following lemma since the strong duality holds, which is an extension

of the 1D results given by the Proposition II.4 in [23].

Lemma 1. Suppose X̂ =
∑r̂

`=1 σ̂`A(f̂`) is the primal solution, then the dual polynomials Q(f`) ,

〈V̂,P �A(f`)〉 of (23) and (24) respectively satisfy

Q(f̂`) =
σ̂`
|σ̂`|

, ` = 1, ..., r̂, (25)

Q(f̂`) = λ
σ̂`
|σ̂`|

, ` = 1, ..., r̂. (26)
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Hence, the frequencies in (20) and (21) can be determined by identifying points where the dual

polynomials have moduli 1 and λ, respectively. Then, the complex gains can be estimated by the least-

squares method with the estimated frequencies. Since the MD-FS atomic norm in (20) and (21) is

essentially a semi-infinite program, it cannot be directly solved. We show in the following subsections

how to solve (20) and (21) based on the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition.

B. MD-FS Vandermonde Decomposition of ML Block Toeplitz Matrices

Recall that a`i , s(fi,`, Ni), i = 1, ..., d, ` = 1, ..., r, define

a(f`) , vec(a`1 ⊗ a`2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a`d) = vec(A(f`)). (27)

Hence, for any `, we have that a(f`)a
H(f`) has the form in (12), which is a rank-1 d-level block Toeplitz

matrix. To solve an MD-FS atomic norm minimization problem, the basic idea is to find an ML block

Toeplitz matrix, and convert the problem of minimizing
∑

` |σ`| in the atomic norm (the convex relaxation

of minimizing the number of d-dimensional sinusoids) to minimizing the trace of the ML block Toeplitz

matrix (the convex relaxation of minimizing the rank of the block Toeplitz matrix). We hence present

the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition result of ML block Toeplitz matrices, and then we can convert

the atomic norm in (20) and (21) into a semidefinite program based on the Vandermonde decomposition

result of the Toeplitz matrix.

Theorem 1. (Theorem 1, [31]) Assume that T d is a PSD d-level block Toeplitz matrix with d ≥ 1 and

r = rank(T d) < miniNi. Then, T d can be decomposed as

T d = AΣAH =

r∑
`=1

σ`a (f`)a
H (f`) , (28)

with A = [a(f1), ...,a(fr)] ∈ CND×r, (29)

Σ = diag(σ) = diag([σ1, ..., σr]
T ) ∈ Cr×r, (30)

where σ` > 0, f`, ` = 1, ..., r are distinct points points in [0, 1)d×1, and the (d+ 1)-tuples (f`, σ`), ` =

1, ..., r are unique.

The above theorem shows that once r = rank(T d) < miniNi holds, the d-level block Toeplitz

matrix T d has the MD Vandermonde decomposition in (28) if T d � 0. In order to combine the interval
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information into MD Vandermonde decomposition. We give a property of trigonometric polynomials in

the following lemma. The proof is given in Appendix A.

Lemma 2. For the trigonometric polynomials in (1), if

r0,i = − 2 cos[π(fH,i − fL,i)]sign(fH,i − fL,i), (31)

r1,i = eiπ(fL,i+fH,i)sign(fH,i − fL,i). (32)

then, when fL,i 6= fH,i,

gi(fi) = r1,ix
−1
i + r0,i + r−1,ixi

= r0,i + 2<{r1,ie
−i2πfi}, i = 1, ..., d (33)

are always positive on (fL,i, fH,i) and negative on (fH,i, fL,i).

The above lemma shows that we can restrict the frequencies in given intervals by setting gi(fi) ≥ 0.

To this end, we introduce the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition of d-level block Toeplitz matrices in

the following proposition.

Proposition 1. For a d-level block Toeplitz matrix T d ∈ CND×ND with d ≥ 2, if r = rank(T d) <

miniNi, then given Fi ∈ [0, 1), i = 1, ..., d, it has an MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition as in (28)

with fi,` ∈ Fi, ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d, if and only if

T d � 0, (34)

T dgi � 0, i = 1, ..., d, (35)

where gi and T dgi are defined by (31)-(33) and (13), respectively.

Proof: We first prove the sufficient condition. By (34) and Theorem 1, T d has an MD Vandermonde

decomposition as in (28). Hence, we need to prove fi,` ∈ Fi, ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d under the additional

conditions (35). For the MD Vandermonde decomposition in (28), we have

Bd(m1 − n1, ...,md − nd) = T d(m1, n1; ...;md, nd)

=

r∑
`=1

σ`e
i2π(m1−n1)f1,` · · · ei2π(md−nd)fd,` , (36)
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which shows that for i = 1, ..., d

T dgi(m1, n1; ...;md, nd) =

1∑
k=−1

rk,iBd(m1 − n1, ...,mi − ni − k, ...,md − nd)

=

1∑
k=−1

rk,i

r∑
`=1

σ`e
i2π(m1−n1)f1,` · · · ei2π(mi−ni−k)fi,` · · · ei2π(md−nd)fd,`

=

r∑
`=1

σ`e
i2π(m1−n1)f1,` · · · ei2π(md−nd)fd,`

1∑
k=−1

rk,ie
−i2πkfi,`

=

r∑
`=1

σ`gi(fi,`)e
i2π(m1−n1)f1,` · · · ei2π(md−nd)fd,` , (37)

m1, n1 = 1, ..., N1 − 1; ...;md, nd = 1, ..., Nd − 1,

and hence,

T dgi = Ādiag
(
[σ1gi(fi,1), ..., σrgi(fi,r)]

T
)
ĀH , (38)

with Ā , [ā(f1), ..., ā(fr)] ∈ CN̄D×r, (39)

ā(f`) , vec(ā`1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ā`d) ∈ CN̄D×1, ` = 1, ..., r, (40)

ā`i , s(fi,`, Ni − 1) ∈ C(Ni−1)×1, i = 1, ..., d. (41)

Since r < miniNi, Ā has full column rank. Then, by noting (38) and (35) we have for i = 1, ..., d

diag
(
[σ1gi(fi,1), ..., σrgi(fi,r)]

T
)

= Ā†T dgiĀ
†H ≥ 0, (42)

where (·)† denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse operator. (42) implies that σ`gi(fi,`) ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., d, it

immediately follows that gi(fi,`) ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., d since σ` > 0, ` = 1, ..., r. By noting Lemma 2 we

finally have fi,` ∈ Fi, ` = 1, ..., r.

Next we prove the necessary condition, which is trivial. Given T d in (28) with fi,` ∈ Fi, ` =

1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d. We have (34) holds since σ` > 0, ` = 1, ..., r. Moreover, (35) also holds since we

have gi(fi,`) ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., d, ` = 1, ..., r in (42) by noting Lemma 2. Therefore we complete the proof.

It is noteworthy that the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition result can be extended to the multiple

frequency band case, as stated by the following corollary.

Corollary 1. For a d-level block Toeplitz matrix T d(Bd) ∈ CND×ND , if r = rank(T d(Bd)) < miniNi,

it admits an MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition as in (28) with fi,` ∈
⋃J
j Fi,j , ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d
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where Fi,j = [fL,i,j , fH,i,j ] ∈ [0, 1), j = 1, ..., J, i = 1, ..., d, if and only if there exist d-way tensors

Bdj , j = 1, ..., J satisfying
J∑
j=1

Bdj = Bd, (43)

J∑
j=1

rank(T d(Bdj )) = r, (44)

T d(Bdj ) � 0, (45)

T dgi,j (B
d
j ) � 0, i = 1, ..., d, (46)

where gi,j is defined with respect to [fL,i,j , fH,i,j ].

Proof: We first prove the sufficient condition. Suppose rj = rank(T d(Bdj )), j = 1, ..., J . For each

j, we have rj < miniNi, if (45) and (46) hold, then there exists an MD Vandermonde decomposition

of T d(Bdj ) with fi,` ∈ Fi,j , ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d according to Proposition 1 as

T d(Bdj ) = Ajdiag(σj)A
H
j , (47)

where Aj ∈ CND×rj and σj ∈ Crj×1. If we set A and Σ in (29) and (30) as

A = [A1, ...,AJ ] ∈ CND×r, (48)

Σ = diag([σT1 , ...,σ
T
J ]T ) ∈ Cr×r, (49)

then we have T d(Bd) = AΣAH in (28) with fi,` ∈
⋃J
j Fi,j , ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d since

∑J
j=1 Bdj =

Bd and
∑J

j=1 rj = r hold.

Next we prove the necessary condition. For any T d(Bd) = AΣAH in (28) with r = rank(T d(Bd)) <

miniNi and fi,` ∈
⋃J
j Fi,j , ` = 1, ..., r, i = 1, ..., d, we can decompose the frequencies f`, ` = 1, ..., r

into J groups ω(1), ..., ω(J) with respect to Fi,1, ...,Fi,J , such that for each `, f` ∈ ω(j) for some j, with

fi,` ∈ Fi,j , i = 1, ..., d. Accordingly, Bd can be decomposed into J tensors Bdj , j = 1, ..., J with respect

to ω(1), ..., ω(J). Then (43) and (44) hold. And for each T d(Bdj ), we further have (45) and (46) hold

according to Proposition 1. Then we complete the proof.

C. SDP Formulation of MD-FS Atomic Norm

Denote y , vec(Y) ∈ CND×1, x , vec(X ) ∈ CND×1 and Φ , diag(vec(P)) ∈ CND×ND . Under the

condition rank(T d) < miniNi, the MD-FS atomic norm minimizations in (20) and (21) can be converted
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to SDP formulations by applying the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition as stated by the following

proposition.

Proposition 2. For the MD-FS atomic norm defined in (19), we have that

‖X‖A(F) ≥ min
Bd,t

1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t, (50)

s.t.

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 � 0, T dgi(B
d) � 0, i = 1, ..., d, (51)

where gi and T dgi are defined by (31)-(33) and (13), respectively. And if rank(T d(Bd)) < miniNi, we

further have ‖X‖A(F) equals to the right-hand side of (50).

Proof: Denote the value of the right-hand side of (50) by SDP(x). Let X =
∑

` σ`A(f`), where

σ` = |σ`|eiθ` , be an MD-FS atomic decomposition on Fi, i = 1, ..., d. We first show that the constraints

in (51) hold. We have T dgi � 0, i = 1, ..., d since by (38)

T dgi = Ādiag
(
[σ1gi(fi,1), ..., σrgi(fi,r)]

T
)
ĀH , (52)

with σ` > 0, ` = 1, ..., r and gi(fi,`) ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., d, ` = 1, ..., r by noting Lemma 2. Moreover, since

x = vec(X ) =
∑

` σ`vec(A(f`)) =
∑

` σ`a(f`) and T d =
∑

` |σ`|a(f`)a(f`)
H by (12), then T d x

xH
∑̀
|σ`|

 =
∑
`

|σ`|

 a(f`)

eiθ`


 a(f`)

eiθ`


H

� 0. (53)

Now since SDP(x) is the solution to the minimization problem (50)-(51), we have

SDP(x) ≤ 1

2ND
Tr(T d) +

1

2

∑
`

|σ`| =
∑
`

|σ`|. (54)

Since SDP(x) ≤
∑

` |σ`| holds for any decomposition of X , we conclude that SDP(x) ≤ ‖X‖A(F).

Now denote the optimal solution to (50)-(51) as B̂d and t̂, then we have T d(B̂d) � 0 and

T d(B̂d) � t̂−1xxH (55)
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by the Schur complement condition. Note that Θ =

 T d x

xH t

 � 0 implies that x ∈ span(T d). To

see this, suppose otherwise x = x‖ + x⊥ where x‖ ∈ span(T d) and x⊥ ∈ null(T d). Let q ∈ null(T d),

then we have [qH , 0]Θ

 q
0

 = 0. Since Θ � 0, we can write Θ = RRH . Hence

[qH , 0]R = 0⇒ [qH , 0]RRH = 0 = [qH , 0]Θ⇒ qHx = 0 = qH(x‖ + x⊥) = qHx⊥. (56)

Therefore, x⊥ = 0, i.e., x ∈ span(T d).

If rank(T d(B̂d)) < miniNi, we have T d(B̂d) = ÂΣ̂ÂH according to Proposition 1. Then we can

write

x =
∑
`

w`a(f̂`) = Âw, (57)

for some complex coefficient vector w. Hence, we have ÂΣ̂ÂH � t̂−1ÂwwHÂH from (55). Since Â

has full column-rank, let z be such that (ÂHz)j = wj

|wj | , we have

Tr(Σ̂) = zHÂΣ̂ÂHz ≥ t̂−1zHÂwwHÂHz = t̂−1

(∑
`

|w`|

)2

. (58)

It therefore follows that

1

2ND
Tr(T d(B̂d)) +

1

2
t̂ =

1

2
Tr(Σ̂) +

1

2
t̂ ≥

√
Tr(Σ̂)t̂ ≥

∑
`

|w`| ≥ ‖X‖A(F), (59)

which is equivalent to SDP(x) ≥ ‖X‖A(F). This together with (54) leads to ‖X‖A(F) = SDP(x) if

rank(T d) < miniNi, which completes the proof.

Note that Proposition 2 can also be extended to the multiple frequency band case as in the following

corollary by applying Corollary 1, the proof of which is straightforward by following the proof of

Proposition 2 and thus is omitted.

Corollary 2. For the multiple frequency band MD-FS atomic norm defined as

‖X‖A(FM ) , inf
fi,`∈

⋃J
j Fi,j ,i=1,...,d
σ`∈C

{∑
`

|σ`| : X =
∑
`

σ`A(f`)

}
, (60)
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we have

‖X‖A(FM ) ≥ min
Bd,t

1

2ND

J∑
j=1

Tr(T d(Bdj )) +
1

2
t, (61)

s.t.

 T d(∑J
j=1 Bdj ) x

xH t

 � 0,

T dgi,j (B
d
j ) � 0, i = 1, ..., d, j = 1, ..., J,

where gi,j is defined with respect to Fi,j = [fL,i,j , fH,i,j ]. Moreover, if
∑J

j=1 rank(T d(Bdj )) < miniNi,

we further have ‖X‖A(FM ) equals to the right-hand side of (61).

By applying Proposition 2 we can approximately2 convert (20) and (21) into the following SDPs,

which are exact under the condition rank(T d(Bd)) < miniNi:

min
x,Bd,t

1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t, (62)

s.t. y = Φx,

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 � 0, T dgi(B
d) � 0, i = 1, ..., d,

min
x,Bd,t

1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 +

λ

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

λ

2
t, (63)

s.t.

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 � 0, T dgi(B
d) � 0, i = 1, ..., d.

After x is obtained from (62) or (63), as mentioned in Section III-A, the frequencies can be determined

by the MD-MUSIC algorithm or solving the dual problems of (62) and (63). Define ‖ν‖A(F) , ‖V‖A(F)

with ν = vec(V). Following the analysis in [23], [38], we can write the dual problems of (62) and (63)

2Although the SDPs are approximations, simulation results show that the performance is good even if the condition

rank(T d) < miniNi is not satisfied.
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based on (23) and (24) respectively as

max
ν,Q,Qgi

,i=1,...,d
〈ν,y〉<, (64)

s.t. 〈Q,Υp〉+

d∑
i=1

〈Qgi ,Υgi,p〉 = δp, p = (p1, ..., pd), pi ∈ {−Ni + 1, ..., Ni − 1}, Q Φν

(Φν)H 1

 � 0, Qgi � 0, i = 1, ..., d,

and max
ν,Q,Qgi

,i=1,...,d
〈ν,y〉< −

1

2
‖ν‖22, (65)

s.t. 〈Q,Υp〉+

d∑
i=1

〈Qgi ,Υgi,p〉 = λ2δp, p = (p1, ..., pd), pi ∈ {−Ni + 1, ..., Ni − 1}, Q Φν

(Φν)H 1

 � 0, Qgi � 0, i = 1, ..., d,

where δp = 1 if p = (0, ..., 0) and δp = 0 otherwise; Q ∈ CND×ND , Qgi ∈ CN̄D×N̄D ; Υp = Υp1
◦Υp2

◦

· · ·◦Υpd
∈ CND×ND with ◦ being the Kronecker product and Υpi

being the Ni×Ni symmetric Toeplitz

matrix generated by the pi-th standard basis vector in C2Ni−1 according to (5); and Υgi,p ∈ CN̄D×N̄D

is defined with respect to Υp and the trigonometric polynomials gi in (33), just like T dgi with respect to

T d. In particular, for i = 1, ..., d we have Υgi,p = 0 except

Υgi,(p1,...,pi,...,pd) =



r1Ῡ(p1,...,pi+1,...,pd), pi = −Ni + 1,∑1
k=0 rkῩ(p1,...,pi+k,...,pd), pi = −Ni + 2,∑1
k=−1 rkῩ(p1,...,pi+k,...,pd), −Ni + 3 ≤ pi ≤ Ni − 3,∑0
k=−1 rkῩ(p1,...,pi+k,...,pd), pi = Ni − 2,

r−1Ῡ(p1,...,pi−1,...,pd), pi = Ni − 1,

(66)

p1 ∈ {−N1 + 2, ..., N1 − 2}, ..., pi−1 ∈ {−Ni−1 + 2, ..., Ni−1 − 2},

pi+1 ∈ {−Ni+1 + 2, ..., Ni+1 − 2}, ..., pd ∈ {−Nd + 2, ..., Nd − 2},
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where Ῡp ∈ CN̄D×N̄D is defined like Υp but with pi ∈ {−Ni + 2, ..., Ni − 2}. In this way we can have

T d =

N1−1∑
p1=−N1+1

...

Nd−1∑
pd=−Nd+1

Υ(p1,...,pd)Bd(p1, ..., pd), (67)

T dgi =

N1−1∑
p1=−N1+1

...

Nd−1∑
pd=−Nd+1

Υgi,(p1,...,pd)Bd(p1, ..., pd), i = 1, ..., d. (68)

Note that we can extend the SDP problems (62) and (63) and dual problems (64) and (65) into the

multiple frequency band case according to Corollary 2. Optimization problems (62) and (63) are convex,

while (64) and (65) are concave, hence they can be solved with standard convex solvers, e.g., CVX [48].

Assume that the number of the positive semidefinite constraints in (62), (63), (64) and (65) is Np, then

the complexity in each iteration is O(NpN
6
D) if the interior point method is used. The high computational

load makes it difficult to apply the MD-FS atomic norm in large problems. Hence, in the next section,

we develop fast solvers for solving (62) and (63).

IV. ADMM-BASED FAST SOLVERS

A. An ADMM-based Algorithm for Solving (62)

To solve (62) based on the ADMM algorithm [43], we first convert it into the following optimization

problem

min
x,Bd,t

1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0) +

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0), (69)

s.t. Θ =

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 , y = Φx,

where I∞(·) is an indicator function that is 0 if the condition in the bracket is true, and infinity otherwise.

Dualize the equality constraints by an augmented Lagrangian yields

ξρ(x,Bd, t,Θ, Ũ) =
1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0) +

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0)

+

〈
Ũ ,

 Θ−

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 ,
 y −Φx

0


〉
<

+
ρ

2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Θ−
 T d(Bd) x

xH t


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

+
ρ

2
‖y −Φx‖22, (70)
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where ρ > 0 is the penalty parameter and

Ũ ,

 U ,
 u

0


 ∈ C(ND+1)×(ND+2) (71)

is the dual variable with U ∈ C(ND+1)×(ND+1) and u ∈ CND×1. The ADMM algorithm consists of

following update steps [43]

(xq+1, (Bd)q+1, tq+1) = arg min
x,t,Bd

ξρ(x,Bd, t,Θq, Ũ q), (72)

Θq+1 = arg min
Θ�0

ξρ(x
q+1, (Bd)q+1, tq+1,Θ, Ũ q), (73)

Ũ q+1 = Ũ q + ρ

 Θq+1 −

 T d((Bd)q+1) xq+1

(xq+1)H tq+1

 ,
 y −Φxq+1

0


 , (74)

where the initial iteration is started by setting Θ0 and Ũ0 as all-zero matrices, and the iteration continues

until the maximum iteration number Q is reached. We next give the detailed expressions of (72)-(74).

1) Exact update of x, t and intermediate update of Bd in (72): The main difficulty of solving (72) is

that when updating Bd, the constraints T dgi(B
d) � 0, i = 1, ..., d need to be satisfied simultaneously. Here

we first calculate its gradients by ignoring the constraints and set them to zeros to update the variables,

and then project T dgi(B
d), i = 1, ..., d onto the semidefinite cone to approximately refine Bd. Define

Θ =

 Θ̄ θ̄

θ̄H Θ

 , U =

 Ū ū

ūH u

 , (75)

where Θ̄ and Ū are ND×ND matrices, θ̄ and ū are ND× 1 vectors, and Θ and u are scalars. We have

the following gradients (see Appendix B)

∇xξρ = ρΦH(Φx− y)−ΦHu− 2ū+ 2ρ(x− θ̄), (76)

∇Bd(p1,...,pd)ξρ =
1

2
δp + β(p1,...,pd)

[
ρBd(p1, ..., pd)− P(ρΘ̄ + Ū)(p1, ..., pd)

]
, (77)

∇tξρ =
1

2
− u+ ρ(t−Θ), (78)

with β(p1,...,pd) =

d∏
i=1

(Ni − |pi|), pi ∈ {−Ni + 1, ..., Ni − 1}, (79)
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where P(·) denotes an inverse operation on the ND × ND input d-level block Toeplitz matrix, that

outputs a (2N1 − 1)× · · · × (2Nd − 1) d-way tensor. In particular, for the d-level block Toeplitz matrix

T d ∈ CND×ND in (6), then the (p1, ..., pd)-th element of P(T d) is given by

P(T d)(p1, ..., pd) =
1

β(p1,...,pd)

md−nd=pd∑
m1−n1=p1,...,

T d(m1, n1; ...;md, nd), mi, ni = 1, 2, ..., Ni. (80)

Setting the gradients in (76)-(78) to zeros, after some manipulations we can have

xq+1 = (ρΦHΦ + 2ρIND
)−1(ρΦHy + ΦHuq + 2ūq + 2ρθ̄q), (81)

(Bdtemp)q+1 = P(Θ̄q + Ū q/ρ)− 1

2ρND
END

, (82)

tq+1 = Θq + (uq − 1/2)/ρ, (83)

where IND
is an ND ×ND identity matrix and END

∈ C(2N1−1)×···×(2Nd−1) is a d-way all-zero tensor

except for the (N1, N2, ..., Nd)-th element which is 1.

2) Approximate refinement of Bd in (72): After Bd is updated by (82), we respectively calculate

T dgi(B
d
temp), i = 1, ..., d according to (33) and (13) and project them onto the semidefinite cone to obtain

[T dgi(B
d
temp)]PSD, i = 1, ..., d, by computing the eigendecomposition of the matrix and setting all negative

eigenvalues to zero. Afterwards we refine Bd from P
{

[T dgi(B
d
temp)]PSD

}
, i = 1, ..., d. However, this is an

underdetermined problem, i.e., there are fewer independent equations than unknowns when calculating

Bd from P
{

[T dgi(B
d
temp)]PSD

}
. To that end, we refine Bd in an iterative manner based on (13). Note that

the true Bd? satisfies

P
{

[T dgi(B
d
?)]PSD

}
(p1, ..., pd) = r−1,iBd?(p1, ..., pi + 1, ..., pd)

+ r0,iBd?(p1, ..., pd) + r1,iBd?(p1, ..., pi − 1, ..., pd) (84)

⇔
(

1− %

1 + %

)
r0,iBd?(p1, ..., pd) =

1

1 + %
P
{

[T dgi(B
d
?)]PSD

}
(p1, ..., pd)

− 1

1 + %

(
r−1,iBd?(p1, ..., pi + 1, ..., pd) + r1,iBd?(p1, ..., pi − 1, ..., pd)

)
(85)

⇔ Bd?(p1, ..., pd) =
1

r0,i(1 + %)
P
{

[T dgi(B
d
?)]PSD

}
(p1, ..., pd)

+
1

1 + %

(
%Bd?(p1, ..., pd)−

r−1,i

r0,i
Bd?(p1, ..., pi + 1, ..., pd)−

r1,i

r0,i
Bd?(p1, ..., pi − 1, ..., pd)

)
(86)
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for pi ∈ {−Ni + 2, ..., Ni − 2}, i = 1, ..., d, where % > 1 is a weight factor, and r0,i, r1,i as well as

r−1,i = r∗1,i are defined in (33) respect to gi. Based on (86), we refine Bd by the procedure given in

Algorithm 1, where [·]κ denotes the variable at the κ-th inner iteration3.

Algorithm 1 Approximate refinement of Bd.

[Bdtemp]0 ← (Bdtemp)q+1

For i = 1 to d

For κ = 0 to K − 1

For p1 = 2−N1 to N1 − 2

...

For pd = 2−Nd to Nd − 2

[Bdtemp]κ+1(p1, ..., pd) = 1
r0,i(1+%)

P
{

[T dgi(B
d
temp)]PSD

}
(p1, ..., pd)

+ 1
1+%

[
%[Bdtemp]κ(p1, ..., pd)− r−1,i

r0,i
[Bdtemp]κ(p1, ..., pi + 1, ..., pd)− r1,i

r0,i
[Bdtemp]κ(p1, ..., pi − 1, ..., pd)

]
End
...

End

End

[Bdtemp]0 ← [Bdtemp]K

End

(Bd)q+1 ← [Bdtemp]0

Note that only an approximate (Bd)q+1 can be obtained by Algorithm 1. The idea behind Algorithm 1

is that in each inner iteration, (Bdtemp)K moves a small step toward the “SDP direction” by adding a

weighted P
{

[T dgi(B
d
temp)]PSD

}
. And when [T dgi(B

d
temp)]PSD = T dgi(B

d
temp), the left-hand side of the inner

iteration in Algorithm 1 equals to the right-hand side.

3) Exact update of (73) and (74): The update of Θq in (73) is also the projection onto the positive

semidefinite cone

Θq+1 = arg min
Θ�0

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Θ−
 T ((Bd)q+1) xq+1

(xq+1)H tq+1

+
U q

ρ

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

F

, (87)

3We name the iteration in Algorithm 1 as the inner iteration to distinguish it from the iteration of ADMM, and we use [·]κ

and (·)q to represent the elements in the inner iteration and ADMM iteration, respectively.
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which is also accomplished by setting all negative eigenvalues to zero. Moreover, Ũ can be exact updated

directly by (74). Hence the proposed ADMM-based solver involves an approximation only when updating

Bd in (72).

B. An ADMM-based Algorithm for Solving (63)

The SDP problem in (63) can also be solved by ADMM similarly. Converting it into the following

optimization problem

min
x,Bd,t

1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 +

λ

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

λ

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0) +

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0), (88)

s.t. Θ =

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

 ,
and dualizing the equality constraint by an augmented Lagrangian yields

ξ̄ρ(x,Bd, t,Θ,U) =
1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 +

λ

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

λ

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0) +

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0)

+

〈
U ,Θ−

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

〉
<

+
ρ

2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Θ−
 T d(Bd) x

xH t


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

, (89)

where U ∈ C(ND+1)×(ND+1) is defined in (75). The ADMM algorithm consists of the following update

steps [43]

(xq+1, (Bd)q+1, tq+1) = arg min
x,t,Bd

ξ̄ρ(x,Bd, t,Θq,U q), (90)

Θq+1 = arg min
Θ�0

ξ̄ρ(x
q+1, (Bd)q+1, tq+1,Θ,U q), (91)

U q+1 = U q + ρ

Θq+1 −

 T d((Bd)q+1) xq+1

(xq+1)H tq+1


 , (92)

where the initial iteration is started by setting Θ0 and U0 as all-zero matrices.

The update of Θ in (91) can be exact computed by projecting it onto the semidefinite cone as in

(87). Moreover, (90) can be approximatly solved using a similar procedure as that for solving (72). In
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particular, we calculate the gradients of ξ̄ρ(x,Bd, t,Θq,U q) as

∇xξ̄ρ = ΦH(Φx− y)− 2ū+ 2ρ(x− θ̄), (93)

∇Bd(p1,...,pd)ξ̄ρ =
λ

2
δp + β(p1,...,pd)

[
ρBd(p1, ..., pd)− P(ρΘ̄ + Ū)(p1, ..., pd)

]
, (94)

∇tξ̄ρ =
λ

2
− u+ ρ(t−Θ). (95)

Set the gradients in (93)-(95) to zeros yields

xq+1 = (ΦHΦ + 2ρIND
)−1(ΦHy + 2ūq + 2ρθ̄q), (96)

(Bdtemp)q+1 = P(Θ̄q + Ū q/ρ)− λ

2ρND
END

, (97)

tq+1 = Θq + (uq − λ/2)/ρ. (98)

After x, t and an intermediate Bd are updated, Bd can be refined by following the similar procedure as

in Algorithm 1.

Note that the ADMM algorithms also provide the dual solutions to (64) and (65). The following

proposition states that the dual solutions ν̂ of (64) and (65) can be respectively obtained according to Ũ

in (70) and U in (89), which is proved in Appendix C.

Proposition 3. Assume that the dual solutions to (69) and (88) are respectively ̂̃U and Û , which are

defined in (71) with Ũ and U replaced by ̂̃U and Û , respectively. If rank(T d) < miniNi, then for the

dual solution ν̂ in (64), we have

ΦH ν̂ = ΦHû = −2̂̄u, (99)

where ̂̄u and û are defined in (75) and (71), with ū and u replaced by ̂̄u and ̂̄u, respectively. Moreover,

for the dual solution ν̂ in (65), we have

ΦH ν̂ = −2̂̄u. (100)

The main computational load of ADMM-based solvers is the eigendecomposition in updating T dgi and

Θ, whose complexity is O(N3
D). Hence, the computational complexity of the ADMM-based solvers

is O(NpN
3
D), which is significantly faster than the CVX solver and is more suitable for real-time

implementation. Finally we summarize the proposed ADMM-based solvers for solving (62) and (63)

in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 ADMM Algorithm for Solving (62)/(63).

Input y,Φ, Ni, Fi, i = 1, ..., d, ρ, %, Q, K and λ.

1, Initialize Θ0 = 0 and Ũ0 = 0/U0 = 0.

2, Obtain gi, i = 1, ..., d according to (33).

For q = 0 to Q

3, Update xq+1 according to (81)/(96).

4, Update (Bdtemp)q+1 according to (82)/(97).

5, Update tq+1 according to (83)/(98).

6, Obtain T dgi((B
d
temp)q+1) respect to gi, i = 1, ..., d according to (13).

7, Obtain P
{

[T dgi((B
d
temp)q+1)]PSD

}
, i = 1, ..., d by respectively

projecting T dgi((B
d
temp)q+1) onto the semidefinite cone and using (80).

8, Update (Bd)q+1 according to Algorithm 1.

9, Update Θq+1 according to (87).

10, Update Ũ q+1/U q+1 according to (74)/(92).

End

11, Obtain the dual solution ν̂ from (99)/(100).

12, Determine f̂`, ` = 1, ..., r̂ by solving |〈ν̂,Φa(f)〉|2 = 1 or

|〈ν̂,Φa(f)〉|2 = λ, where f1, ..., fd are searched over a set of grids.

13, Estimate the complex gain σ̂ via the least-squares method.

Return x̂, f̂`, ` = 1, ..., r̂ and σ̂.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We present numerical examples in this section for a data matrix of size N1×N2. In the simulations, we

set N1 = N2 = 8 unless otherwise stated, the coefficient of each frequency is generated with fixed unit

magnitude and random phase, and the frequency pairs are randomly generated in [0.3, 0.4)× [0.5, 0.6),

i.e., fL,1 = 0.3, fH,1 = 0.4, fL,2 = 0.5 and fH,2 = 0.6. We consider two types of P in (16): the first is

a sampling matrix with randomly chosen Ns elements that are equal to 1 and the rest elements equal to

0, which is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in noiseless condition; the second

type is the normalized data matrix (we set P as the all-one matrix for simplicity), which is used to

evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in noisy condition. Then the SNR according to (16)
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is defined as

SNR =
E{|

∑r
`=1 σ`e

i2πk1f1,` · · · ei2πkdfd,` |2}
σ̄2
w

=
r

σ̄2
w

, (101)

where σ̄2
w is the variance of the Gaussian noise samples in (16).

The traditional 2D AN based method in [26] is used as the baseline for comparison, which can be

converted into similar convex SDP problems as in (62) and (63) but without the constraints T dgi(B
d) �

0, i = 1, ..., d. Moreover, the ADMM-based solvers, which are the same with the FS-ADMM solvers but

without the refinement steps 6-8 in Algorithm 2, are also used for comparisons. In the subsequent simula-

tions, the weight factors in (21) and the baseline comparison algorithms are set as λ = σ̄w
√

2 log (ND).

The penalty parameters in (70) and (89) are set as ρ = 0.05. The maximum iteration numbers of ADMM

for noiseless condition algorithm and noisy condition algorithm are respectively set as I = 2000 and

I = 1000. For noiseless condition, the weight factor and the maximum iteration number in Algorithm 1

are respectively set as % = 9 and K = 10. And for noisy condition they are respectively set as % = 3

and K = 20.
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Fig. 1. Frequency estimation results under noisy condition with SNR = 8 dB. (a) AN; (b) FS-AN; (c) FS-ADMM.

We first present an example when r = 2 with f1 = [0.35, 0.51]T and f2 = [0.31, 0.59]T to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed methods in frequency estimation. In Fig. 1, the frequency estimation

results of the AN, FS-AN and FS-ADMM methods in noisy condition are presented. The SNR is set

as 8 dB and the 2D-MUSIC [13], [14] is used to localize the frequencies after x̂ is available. We can

see that with the prior knowledge of frequency ranges, the FS-AN and FS-ADMM methods still work

well under very low SNR condition, while the traditional AN method suffers from dramatic performance
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degradation. The dual polynomials of the FS-AN and FS-ADMM in noiseless condition (with Ns = 40)

and noisy condition (with SNR = 15 dB) are shown in Fig. 2, where we can see that the frequencies can

be determined by finding |Q(f̂1, f̂2)| = 1 and |Q(f̂1, f̂2)| = λ, respectively. Moreover, the dual variables

ν̂ in Fig. 2(b) and (d) (provided by (99) and (100), respectively) are identical to that in Fig. 2(a) and (c)

(provided by solving (64) and (65), respectively).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Plots of dual polynomials in noiseless and noisy conditions. (a) FS-AN, noiseless; (b) FS-ADMM, noiseless; (c) FS-AN;

noisy; (d) FS-ADMM, noisy. Dark blue represents small values while dark yellow represents large values, the ground truths are

marked with red circles. The value of λ = 2.0119 is marked as transparent black planes in (c) and (d).

An example of the convergence behavior of the proposed methods is shown in Fig. 3. The SNR is

set as 20 dB. The normalized mean-squared-error (NMSE) ‖x̂ − x‖2/‖x‖2 in each ADMM iteration

is calculated, we can see that the NMSEi of the FS-ADMM method is close to the NMSE of the FS-

AN method after 1000 iterations. The running times of the proposed methods when N1 = N2 = 8,

N1 = N2 = 12 and N1 = N2 = 16 are given in Table I. The simulations were carried out on an Intel
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Fig. 3. Convergence behaviors of the proposed FS-ADMM method and FS-AN method.

Xeon desktop computer with a 3.5 GHz CPU and 24 GB of RAM. We can see that the FS-ADMM

method is much faster than the FS-AN method, especially for large problems.

TABLE I

RUNNING TIME COMPARISON

Methods 8× 8 12× 12 16× 16

FS-AN 41.52s 660.57s 6821.43s

FS-ADMM 8.82s 28.34s 67.66s

We next examine the phase transition of the proposed methods under noiseless condition. For each

sample size Ns and sparsity level r, we run 50 experiments. In each experiments, the recovery was

considered successful if the NMSE of x̂ is smaller than 10−5 and 10−3 for the CVX solver and ADMM-

based solver, respectively. Since in noiseless condition, the CVX solver is nearly optimal and the ADMM-

based approaches suffer from performance degradation due to finite iteration number. Fig. 4 shows the

success rates for each number of samples and r, with the grayscale of each cell reflecting the empirical

rate of success. Sometimes only rough ranges of the frequencies may be available. Hence we also

evaluate the proposed methods with rough prior knowledge as fL,1 = 0.2, fH,1 = 0.4, fL,2 = 0.5 and

fH,2 = 0.7. Comparing Figs. 4(b) and (e) respectively with (a) and (d), it can be seen that with the accurate
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Fig. 4. Phase transition plots when N1 = N2 = 8. (a) AN; (b) FS-AN; (c) FS-AN with rough prior knowledge; (d) ADMM;

(e) FS-ADMM; (e) FS-ADMM with rough prior knowledge. The success rate is calculated by averaging over 50 runs. The

grayscale of each cell reflects the empirical rate of success.

prior knowledge of frequency ranges, the performance of the 2D harmonic retrieval can be significantly

improved. In addition, the proposed methods work well even if the condition rank(T d) < miniNi does

not hold. Moreover, from Figs. 4(c) and (f) we can see that even when the prior knowledge is not

very accurate, the performance of the 2D harmonic retrieval is also improved by the proposed methods.

Furthermore, the more accurate is the prior knowledge, the better is the performance of the proposed

methods.

Finally, we evaluate the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of the 2D frequencies estimation under the

noisy condition. The 2D-MUSIC algorithm is used for frequency estimation after x̂ is obtained. Note that

the algorithm may return a bunch of frequencies, which can be either true detections or false alarms (see

Fig. 1(a)). For each estimated frequency pair (f̂1,`, f̂2,`), ` = 1, ..., r̂, we calculate the minimum absolute
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error (AE), take f1 as an example, as AEf1,` = min
(

min({f̂1,` − f1,m}rm=1),∆f1

)
with ∆f1 = 0.1

being the range of the prior knowledge. Then, the RMSE is calculated as

RMSEf1/f2 =

√√√√ 1

Nr

Nr∑
nr=1

1

r̂

r̂∑
`=1

(AE(nr)
f1/f2,`

)2, (102)

where Nr denotes the number of runs and AE(nr)
f1/f2,`

denotes the minimum AE of the `-th estimate in

the nr-th run. Fig. 5 shows the mean RMSE over RMSEf1 and RMSEf2 , we can see that the frequency

estimation performance is greatly improved when the prior knowledge is given, especially when the SNR

is low. Note that, when the SNR is below 8 dB, the FS-ADMM method has performance degradation

compared with the FS-AN method. This is because when the noise is very strong, the accuracy of

the approximate refinement in Algorithm 1 will be affected. However, the FS-ADMM method is still

significantly better than AN and ADMM methods, and it has moderate computational complexity and is

suitable for real-time implementation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of RMSE performances. The RMSE is calculated by averaging over 20 runs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have treated the estimation of the frequency components of a d-way (d ≥ 2) low-rank

spectral tensors with the prior knowledge of the frequency intervals. We first formulated two FS atomic

norm minimization problems and their dual problems for determining the frequencies. Then, the MD-FS

Vandermonde decomposition of block Toeplitz matrices on given intervals is developed. It is shown that
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by using the MD-FS Vandermonde decomposition, we can convert the FS atomic norm minimization

problems into semidefinite programs. ADMM-based fast algorithms are also developed to compute the

solutions to the semidefinite programs, where each iteration contains a number of refinement steps to

utilize the prior knowledge. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 2

The proof follows closely the analysis in [39], which for completeness is given here. From (31) we

have

r0,i = −
xL,i + xH,i√
xL,ixH,i

sign(fH,i − fL,i), (103)

r1,i =
√
xL,ixH,isign(fH,i − fL,i), (104)

where xL,i = ei2πfL,i and xH,i = ei2πfH,i . Rewrite (1) as

gi(x) =
1

x
√
xL,ixH,i

(x− xL,i)(x− xH,i)sign(fH,i − fL,i) (105)

for i = 1, ..., d. It is clear that each gi(x) is a Hermitian trigonometric polynomial and is real-valued

on [0, 1). And gi(x) has two single roots xL,i and xH,i, while gi(f) has two single roots fL,i and fH,i.

Moreover,

gi

(
1

2
(fL,i + fH,i)

)
= r0,i + 2<(r1,ie

−iπ(fL,i+fH,i))

= {2− 2 cos[π(fL,i − fH,i)]}sign(fH,i − fL,i). (106)

Hence the sign of gi at 1
2(fL,i + fH,i) is identical to the sign of fH,i− fL,i. This indicates that whenever

fL,i < fH,i or fL,i > fH,i, gi(f) is always positive on (fL,i, fH,i) and negative on (fH,i, fL,i), which

completes the proof.

B. Derivations of (76)-(78)

Rewrite (70) by ignoring the SDP constraints as

ξρ(x,Bd, t,Θ, Ũ) =
1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t+
〈
U , Θ̄− T d(Bd)

〉
<

+ 2
〈
ū, θ̄ − x

〉
< + 〈u,Θ− t〉< + 〈u,y −Φx〉<

+
ρ

2

∥∥∥Θ̄− T d(Bd)∥∥∥2

F
+ ρ

∥∥θ̄ − x∥∥2

2
+
ρ

2
‖Θ− t‖22 +

ρ

2
‖y −Φx‖22 . (107)
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Note that for a real function f of a complex vector x, the complex gradient vector is given by [49]

∇xf(x) =
∂f(x)

∂x<
+ i

∂f(x)

∂x=
, (108)

where x< and x= respectively denote the real and imaginary parts of x, i.e., x = x<+ ix=. Taking the

gradient of 〈u,y −Φx〉< as an example we have

∇x 〈u,y −Φx〉< = −∇x<(xHΦHu)

= −∇x(xT<ΦT
<u< − xT=ΦT

=u< + xT<ΦT
=u= + xT=ΦT

<u=)

= −
(
ΦT
<u< + ΦT

=u= − iΦT
=u< + iΦT

<u=
)

= −ΦHu. (109)

Then, after some manipulations, the gradients of ξρ(x,Bd, t,Θ, Ũ) respect to x and t are given by

∇xξρ = ρΦH(Φx− y)−ΦHu− 2ū+ 2ρ(x− θ̄), (110)

∇tξρ =
1

2
− u+ ρ(t−Θ), (111)

so (76) and (78) are obtained. Next we calculate the gradient respect to Bd, note that only three terms

1
2ND

Tr(T d(Bd)),
〈
U , Θ̄− T d(Bd)

〉
< and ρ

2

∥∥Θ̄− T d(Bd)∥∥2

F
in (107) are relevant to Bd. The gradient

of 1
2ND

Tr(T d(Bd)) respect to Bd is given by

∇Bd(p1,...,pd)
1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) =


1
2 , p1 = ... = pd = 0,

0, otherwise.
(112)

The gradient of Tr
[
(Θ̄− T d(Bd))HU

]
respect to Bd is given by

∇Bd(p1,...,pd)

〈
U , Θ̄− T d(Bd)

〉
<

= −∇Bd(p1,...,pd)

∑
p1,...,pd

β(p1,...,pd)P
(

(T d(Bd))HU
)

(p1, ..., pd)

= −β(p1,...,pd)P (U) (p1, ..., pd). (113)

Similarly, the gradient of ρ
2

∥∥Θ̄− T d(Bd)∥∥2

F
respect to Bd is given by

∇Bd(p1,...,pd)
ρ

2

∥∥∥Θ̄− T d(Bd)∥∥∥2

F

= ∇Bd(p1,...,pd)

{
−ρTr

[
(T d(Bd))HΘ̄

]
+
ρ

2
Tr
[
(T d(Bd))HT d(Bd)

]}
= ρβ(p1,...,pd)

(
−P
(
Θ̄
)

(p1, ..., pd) + Bd(p1, ..., pd)
)
. (114)

Summing up (112), (113) and (114) yields (77).
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C. Proof of Proposition 3

1) Proof of (99): Note that the dual problem in (23) is derived from the Lagrangian of (20), which

is given by

ξ1(X ,V) = ‖X‖A(F) + 〈V,Y − P � X〉<. (115)

Moreover, the Lagrangian of (62) is given by

ξ̄1(x,Bd, t,Θ, Ũ) =
1

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

1

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0) +

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0)

+

〈
U ,

 Θ−

 T d(Bd) x

xH t


〉
<

+ 〈u,y −Φx〉< . (116)

Since (20) and (62) are equivalent if rank(T d) < miniNi, u = vec(V) is the vectorized dual variable.

Furthermore, by noting the Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) conditions [48], the optimal value satisfies

∇xξ̄1 = −ΦHû− 2̂̄u = 0, (117)

which yields (99).

2) Proof of (100): We first find the conditions that the dual variable satisfies from the derivation of

(24). Rewrite (21) as

X̂ = arg min
X

1

2
‖Y − Z‖2F + λ‖X‖A(F), (118)

s.t. Z = P � X ,

whose Lagrangian is given by

ξ2(X ,V,Z) = λ‖X‖A(F) +
1

2
‖Y − Z‖2F + 〈V,Z − P � X〉<. (119)

Note that

‖V‖∗A(F) = sup
‖X‖A(F)≤1

〈V,P � X〉< = sup
‖X‖A(F)=1

〈V,P � X〉<

⇒ ‖V‖∗A(F)‖X‖A(F) ≥ 〈V,P � X〉<, (120)

which yields λ‖X‖A(F) − 〈V,P � X〉< ≥ (λ − ‖V‖∗A(F))‖X‖A(F). Hence the minimum of ξ2(X ,V,Z)

with respect to X is −∞ unless ‖V‖∗A(F) ≤ λ holds. And if ‖V‖∗A(F) ≤ λ holds then the minimum of

ξ2(X ,V,Z) is at X = 0. Set X = 0 and all that remains is to minimize

1

2
‖Y − Z‖2F + 〈V,Z〉< (121)
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with respect to Z . The function is convex with respect to Z , hence we minimize (121) by setting the

gradient with respect to Z to zero

−Y + Z + V = 0, (122)

which yields the dual problem in (24). Hence, from (122) we have the optimal dual variable V̂ satisfies

V̂ = Y − P � X̂ ⇒ ν̂ = y −Φx̂. (123)

Moreover, the Lagrangians of (63) is given by

ξ̄2(x,Bd, t,Θ,U) =
1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 +

λ

2ND
Tr(T d(Bd)) +

λ

2
t+ I∞(Θ � 0)

+

d∑
i=1

I∞(T dgi(B
d) � 0) +

〈
U ,Θ−

 T d(Bd) x

xH t

〉
<

. (124)

The optimal value satisfies

∇xξ̄2 = ΦH(Φx̂− y)− 2̂̄u = 0. (125)

Since (21) and (63) are equivalent if rank(T d) < miniNi, combining (123) and (125) yields (100). Then

we complete the proof.
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